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1. Important warnings

GENERAL WARNINGS

 After removal of packaging make sure that the delivery is complete, and in case of
missing parts, contact the seller who has sold the boiler.

 The boiler must be used exclusively for the purpose which is foreseen by the
manufacturer. The maker excludes any responsibility for damages caused to persons,
animals or objects in cases of improper installation, regulation, maintenance or improper
use.

 In case of water leaking during filling of the system, close water delivery and inform
authorized service or authorized installer.

 This instruction is the part of the boiler installation and must be carefully kept and must
ALWAYS follow the boiler, also in the case when owner or user is changed or in the case
when the boiler is connected to another installation. In case if the instruction is damaged
or missing ask for a new copy from authorized seller.

IMPORTANT WARNINGS

We are reminding that use of solid fuel boilers require the obeying of safety measures as follows:

 Children and persons with limited abilities must not use the boiler without
accompaniment of an able person.

 It is forbidden to use the boiler in installations with working temperature greater than
110˚C, and working pressure greater than 3 bars.

 It is forbidden to use easily flammable fuels (alcohol, fuel oil) for faster ignition of
wood.

 It is forbidden to store easily flammable materials near the boiler and near the stocking
door. The ash must be stored in closed and not flammable containers.

 It is forbidden to burn waste and materials which combustion causes flame or explosion
danger (e.g. plastic bags, sawdust, coal dust, mud etc.).

 Change on safety elements is forbidden.

 It is forbidden to close the ventilation openings on the room in which the boiler is
placed.

 Ventilation openings are necessary for proper burning.

 It is forbidden to expose the boiler to the atmospheric conditions. The boiler itself is not
foreseen for outdoor installation and do not contain the system against freezing.

 It is forbidden to put out the fire in the boiler if the outside temperature can fall below
ZERO (danger of freezing).
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 Take care of the position of safety air cover (more detailed explanation in chapter
STARTING BOILER OPERATION)

 Operation with boiler installation is forbidden to physically and mentally disabled
persons (including children), except when under supervision of guardians and people
responsible for their behavior.

 In order not to play with boiler installation children must be under supervision of
guardians

1.1 Minimal distance from flammable materials

 Provide appropriate distance from flammable materials; if necessary provide protection
for such materials.

 Minimal distance from flammable materials is prescribed by law – please inform about
that with competent persons, which are involved in heating, and chimney sweeps.

 Minimal distance for boiler and flue gas evacuation pipes from hardly and average
flammable materials should be at least 100 mm.

 Minimal distance from easily flammable materials is 200 mm; same is applicable for
materials which flammability is not known.

Fire danger

 It is forbidden to store flammable materials and liquids near the boiler.

 It is obligatory to inform users about necessary minimal distance of flammable materials
from the boiler.

Flammability of building materials

A …
nonflammable

asbestos, stone, building stone, ceramic wall tiles, terra-cotta,
mortar, cement glaze (without organic additives)

B …
which are not easily
flammable

gypsum cardboard plates, glass fibers, plates made of AKUMIN,
IZOMIN, RAJOLIT, LIGNOS, VELOKS and HERAKLIT

C1…
poorly combustible

beech and oak wood, composite wood, felt, plates made of
HOBREKS, VERZALIT, UMAKART

C2…
with average
combustibility

pine, yew and fir wood, composite material

C3…
easily flammable

asphalt, cardboard, cellulose materials, chipboard, cork,
polyurethane, polystyrene, floor fibers
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2. Description of “K“ series boiler

“K“ series boiler is of welded robust structure with double wall and grill which is water cooled
in such way that water drenches all surfaces which are in contact with flame and hot gases.
Boilers of this series are made with output from 18 to 80 kW. Each size of “K“ series boiler has
copper exchanger for connection of the valve for thermal safety as well as the cover for ignition.
All parts of water section of the boiler are made of seamless pipes of ST 35.4 quality and 5 mm
thick boiler plates, which depends on the boiler power. Plates are of quality 1.0425 EU standard
that is P265GH standard EUII.
Analyzing the transverse section of the boiler (figure 1) it can be seen that in these boilers heat
exchanging surfaces are placed vertically and that by their dimensions and disposition have
provided a very long way for the hot gases through the boiler. By measurements it was found
that the velocity of gases at the exit from boiler and the temperature at entrance to the chimney
are significantly lower compared to the other constructions in our production programme,
therefore it is concluded that this construction has the highest degree of utilization.

Figure 1. Transverse section of the boiler and disposition of connections on the boiler
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“K“ series boilers have so called burning from the bottom, accordingly they are with distinct
permanent burning, it is possible to fill it with fuel up to the stocking door without fear that the
fire will go out. The boiler has a big space for fuel; accordingly it is possible to use the boiler for
the whole day with one or two fillings. Refractory bricks made of temperature accumulating
material are placed in the aft part of the furnace. They heat to the temperature which is sufficient
to burn otherwise hardly burning particles in the flue gases.

Heat exchanger made of copper for connection of the valve for thermal safety is installed in the
boilers (explained in point 3.2, shown in hydraulic diagram point 6), the system for cleaning the
grate is also installed in the boiler, that is a space between the water cooled pipe where the
burning takes place (shown and explained in point 7.2).

This type of construction, when the fuel is wood, reaches extremely high utilization factors (over
80%), excellent results are also obtained when wood and coal are mixed, and fueling with coal
should be avoided whenever possible as the utilization factor is lower.

The design of the boiler enables easy stocking and cleaning of the boiler (explained in point 7.1
and 7.2). The design of the boiler enables connection to the smokestack at the aft side of the
boiler, the boiler also has double connections for connecting to the central heating installation.
Beside double connections for connecting to the installation (connections for pressure and return
line), the boiler also has the other necessary connections as follows (figure 1):

 Connection for filing and emptying;

 Connection for draft regulator;

 Connection for safety line;

 Connection for thermal safety valve;

 Connection for thermal safety valve probe;

The boiler is lined with the shell made of 1 mm thick sheet steel lined with plastic under which is
50 mm thick mineral wool, which serves as insulation.
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3. Installation

3.1 General warnings

To work properly the boiler must be properly placed!

The boiler is delivered with outside covering which contains 50 mm thick insulation. The boiler
must be placed on concrete stand which, in relation to the floor of the room (boiler room), is 100
mm high. The boiler must be placed in such way that the access is possible from all sides for the
purpose of cleaning and maintenance (further in point 3.3)

For normal operation supply of fresh air to the boiler room is necessary (point 3.3), also for
normal operation of the boiler it is necessary that the chimney is made with prescribed
characteristics and made of chamotte pipes with prescribed diameter  (point 3.4).

Maximum working pressure of the boiler is 3 bar, minimum pressure is 1 bar,
and maximum working temperature of the boiler is 110 ̊C.

Solid fuel boiler shall be installed according to current norms and law
regulations. Every change on mechanical structure will be considered as breach of
warranty conditions and will lead to its violation.

During connection to hydraulic installation the boiler must be secured in proper
way not to exceed maximum working temperature and pressure.

The person who is installing the central heating and who is connecting the boiler
to the hydraulic system is responsible for proper installation of the boiler.

Radiator engineering, as the manufacturer of the boiler, shall not take any
responsibility for damages caused by the bad installing of the boiler.

Basic requirements which have to be respected during installation are:

− The boiler can be connected to the open system for central heating, but also to the closed
system for central heating. When connecting to the closed system, it is recommended to
install the valve for thermal protection, which is also prescribed by corresponding laws of
every state in which the boiled is connected to the installation.
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− The boiler must be placed at the safe distance from easily flammable materials.
− The connection to the chimney is also done according to the binding regulations as well

as according to the manufacturer recommendations which can be seen from the following
text.

3.2 Safety measures and devices for “K” series boiler

To obtain safe operation of  “K” series boiler it is necessary to install following elements and to
maintain them in order:

 Pressure safety valve, air bleeding valve and pressure gauge;

 Draught control device;

 Flow out valve for thermal insurance.

Pressure safety valve (figure 2), air bleeding valve (figure 3) and pressure gauge (figure 4):

Figure 2. Safety valve Figure 3. Air bleeding valve Figure 4. Pressure gauge
 Pressure safety valve must be with nominal diameter of 1/2 inch and calibrated on

maximum 3 bar.
This safety element which is in the group of pressure limiting instruments must be made
in such way to withstand for short time higher temperatures and overpressure as well as
certain content of glycol in the heating fluid.
Usually at the same place are connected air bleeding valve (figure 3.) and pressure gauge
(figure 4.) in such a way that this three elements together form the safety group and are
mounted using ,,T ‘’ connections.
This safety element must be recalibrated from time to time, which should be shown in
valid documents which must be in possession of the investor that is user of the boiler.
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 The safety valve must be installed at the highest place on the boiler and directly on the
boiler without any piping or any other elements between. Special connection for this
purpose exists (see figure 8.). Any reduction of the diameter of this connection is strictly
forbidden.

 Exhaust part of the safety valve must be made from the pipe with diameter at least the
same as the nominal diameter of the exhaust part of the valve. It also permitted to use in
its construction not more than one arch with radius r > 3d.

 Safety valve must have the identification plate with following information:
- name of the manufacturer
- mark of the safety valve type / year of testing
- nominal flow
- data on which thermal output the safety valve is calibrated
- the highest opening pressure that is 3 bar

 In prescribed periods of time it is obligatory to check the proper operation and calibrate
the valve by certified companies. These obligations will be done according to the law of
the country in which the boiler is installed. It is obligatory to keep written document with
data from last calibration of the safety valve.

 At least one more safety pressure valve shall be installed in the return line.

Draught governor (figure 5):

Figure 5. Draught governor
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Draught governor is installed on the boiler using thermostat element submerged in the fluid, it
regulates the air flow in automatic way and provides for constant and complete burning.

Operating principle (figure 6): Draught governor acts on the air draught value in the solid fuel
boiler, by changing the cross section and by this the flow of the air for burning. If water
temperature inside the boiler is changed (figure 6, item 1), by widening or contraction of the
thermostatic probe (figure 6, item 2) which is connected to the lever gear consisting of control
lever (figure 6, item 3) and chain (figure 6, item 4), draught governor changes opening of the
door (figure 6, item 5) for combustion air supply (figure 6, item 6). When water temperature
falls under preset value, draught governor pulls the chain (figure 6, item 4) and increase the
opening of the door (figure 6, item 5) so that more air can enter the combustion chamber (figure
6, item 7), which increase the rate of burning. When water temperature rises, draught governor
slackens the chain (figure 6, item 4) and closes the door of the opening (figure 6, item 5), which
limits  entrance of combustion air (figure 6, item 6). In this way the burning process is kept

under control, so that the water temperature in the boiler is constant preventing overheating and
excessive consumption of fuel.

Figure 6. Operating principle for draught governor
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Flow out thermal safety valve  (figure 7)

Figure 7. Thermal safety valve

This safety element also has the role to limit the  temperature. In the following text it is marked
by abbreviation VTO.

 In some extremely dangerous situations transformation of water to steam is such that
safety pressure valves are not sufficient to provide for the safety of hydraulic system. Due
to this reason installation of  VTO is obligatory. Depending on legal regulations in
countries in which the boiler is installed, VTO must be installed only for powers greater
than prescribed or VTO must be installed for all powers.

 Place for installation is shown in installation diagram for the boiler and in picture 8.
Copper spiral is delivered in the boiler so it is necessary to use VTO with exchanger as in
figure 8. Cold sanitary water is fed to VTO. When the probe in VTO has the information
that the temperature is over 95 degrees VTO opens and the water passes through the
copper spiral. After some time the temperature of the water in the boiler returns to
normal.

 One connection of the spiral is used for VTO and the other for letting out the water
which has passed through the spiral. It does not matter which connection of the spiral is
for VTO and which for letting out the water. It is obligatory to observe the instructions
for installation which the manufacturer of VTO has given.

 It is obligatory to check the function of VTO in prescribed time intervals.

As already said one end of  VTO is for installation on the heat exchanger of the boiler and to the
other cold water under pressure is fed. It is very important that the flow of that water is
unobstructed also when there is no supply of electric power.
If it is not possible to provide for the flow of cold sanitary water also when there is no supply of
electric power the boiler must be connected to an open system.
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If it is not possible to provide the flow of the cold sanitary water even when there
is no electric power, the boiler must be connected to the open system.

If the supply of sanitary water to the thermal insurance valve is through and
additional pump the boiler must be connected to the open system.

Figure  8. Illustration of placing the safety elements
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3.3  Boiler room

The boiler room must be protected against freezing.
The floor of the boiler is made in the form of metal pallet 110 mm high with openings for pallet
fork lift truck. This height is adequate distance from floor (cleaning is made easier) so there is no
need for any concrete plate in the boiler room. Foundation for boiler in the boiler room must be
of non flammable material. Recommended values of distances for all four sides of the boiler
related to the walls of boiler room or some other rigid bodies (accumulating boiler etc.) are
shown in figure 9. This values of distances enable safe access during stoking, adequate space for
cleaning and unobstructed access to the valve for filing and emptying. Placing of the boiler
related to the side wall shown in the figure can be also as the mirror image as the boiler has side
openings for cleaning on both sides. The handle of the cover for starting the fire and the handle
for cleaning the slits between the pipes in the firebox can be dismantled and can be placed on the
left and on the right side of the boiler. The boiler room must have adequate openings for
ventilation for the fresh air and for the evacuation of the spent air.

Figure 9. Position of  the boiler in the boiler room
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Total area of these openings is minimum 150 cm2 for output up to 50 kW and for output above
50 kW must be greater for additional 2 cm2 per kilowatt

possible outputs over 50 kW.

Lack of sufficient ventilation in the boiler room can cause numerous problems in boiler
operation. Main problem is impossibility to attain high temperatures of outgoing water that is not
attaining the maximum power which leads to the condensation of the water inside boiler.

 Take into account necessary minimum space which is needed for access to the safety
elements and for performing the cleaning operation.

 It is forbidden to expose the boiler to bad weather conditions. The boiler itself is not
foreseen for outside installation and do not include the system against freezing.

 It is forbidden to  close ventilation openings of the room in which the boiler is placed.
Ventilation openings are indispensible for proper combustion.
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3.4 Connection to the chimney

The optimal placing of the boiler regarding the uptake is such that the strait line which connects
the centre of exit of smoke gases from the boiler and the centre of connection to the chimney is
raising gentle (up to 3%)(figure 10).

Figure 10. Connection of the boiler to the chimney is shown

If possible arches shall be avoided, if not possible than the maximum number of arches is two
(2). It is preferable to insulate the smoke channel from the boiler to the chimney, especially if
there are arches and longer parts. The chimney itself shall be made of ceramics pipes, around the
pipes 3 – 5 cm thick insulation shall be placed and the last outside layer shall be made of  brick
or special chimney elements.

If the chimney is not made of ceramics but of  bricks, the area of unobstructed section of such
chimney shall be 30% greater than the area of the chimney made of ceramics. Minimum cross
sections of both chimneys and minimum heights are shown in table 1.
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BOILER NAME BOILER
POWER

REQUIRED CHIMNEY
DIAMETER HEIGHT

K18 18 kW Ø 180 mm H = 7 m
K25 25 kW Ø 200 mm H = 8 m
K33 33 kW Ø 200 mm H = 9 m
K40 40 kW Ø 200 mm H = 11 m
K50 50 kW Ø 250 mm H = 12 m
K65 65 kW Ø 250 mm H = 13 m
K80 80 kW Ø 300 mm H = 14 m

Table 1. Recommended diameter and height of the chimney for series „K” boilers

The chimney must have small doors for cleaning which must seal well. Chimney exit on the roof
must be in accordance with the determined regulations. There are two different cases: if the angle
of the roof is less than 12o and if the angle of the roof is greater than 12o . For the angle less than
12o the height above roof is 1 m and for the angle which is greater than 12o the sketch should be
seen.
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If you are of opinion that the chimney is to strong and that too much of cold air passes through
the boiler, at the exit there is a cover by which the flow of the exhaust gases can be reduced. The
chimney should be regularly cleaned at least once a year.

If the chimney is not with the proper height, cross section or if not
cleaned complications in boiler operation are possible. Above all high temperature
operation is not possible, that is there is no maximum operating power, and the
consequence is appearance of condensation which influence the operating age of
the boiler.

Weak chimney is the main reason that during ignition of the boiler the
smoke appears on upper or lower door, especially when number of revolution of the
ventilator is higher.
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4. Cross section of „K“ boiler with description of elements

Figure 11. Section of „K” series boiler with description of elements
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Description:

1. Boiler body;
2. Vertical box exchangers;

3. Pipe grill;

4. Cast iron comb for cleaning of slits between grill pipes;

5. Handle of cleaning comb;

6. Boiler cover;

7. Handle of boiler cover;

8. Uptake;

9. Handle of uptake cover;

10. Brick;

11. Cast iron grill door;

12. Lower cast iron door for ignition and cleaning;

13. Upper cast iron door for stocking;

14. Lower side inside cover of cleaning slits;

15. Lower side outside cover of cleaning slits;

16. Upper inside cover of cleaning slits;

17. Upper outside cover of cleaning slits;

18. Boiler insulation;

19. Boiler shell;

20. Dismountable shell cover.
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5. Table with technical particulars
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6. Hydraulic diagram

Hydraulic diagram

Description:
1. „K“ series boiler;
2. Valve;
3. Mixing valve;
4. Exchanger;
5. Safety group;
6. Expansion vessel;
7. Pump;
8. Leaning thermostat;
9. Thermal protection valve;
10. Probe for valve for thermal protection;
11. Valve for filing/emptying.
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Hydraulic diagram with accumulator

Description:
1. „K“ series boiler;
2. Valve;
3. Mixing valve;
4. Exchanger;
5. Safety group;
6. Expansion vessel;
7. Pump;
8. Leaning thermostat;
9. Thermal protection valve;
10. Probe for valve for thermal protection;
11. Valve for filing/emptying.
12. Accumulator
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When being mounted on the hydraulic installation the boiler must insured
be in proper way against exceeding maximum operating temperature and pressure.

The person who is connecting the boiler to hydraulic system is responsible
for proper installation.

Radijator inženjering, as the manufacturer of the boiler, does not take any
responsibility for damages caused by the bad installing of the boiler.

If the installation is not done according to regulations, that is do not
contains the elements shown in recommendations of the company “Radijator
inženjering”, THE WARANTY WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED.
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7. Starting boiler operation and cleaning

7.1 Starting boiler operation and stocking
Before starting to use the boiler it must be ascertained that the whole installation, and especially
the boiler well deareated and that there are no leaks.

The boiler shall not be ignited before it was inspected from inside and outside to
convince that there is no leaking of water from the boiler.

If there are valves immediately after the boiler check if they are open.

Chimney and its drain must be clean and in good condition.

Check if the boiler is correctly connected to the hydraulic system. Check especially if all
air has been taken out from the boiler.

All safety devices for the central heating system must be installed in the boiler.
Only when the user is ascertained in above facts stocking of the boiler can begin. Stoking shall
be done according to the sequence of the following operations.
 Inside the boiler there is a cover for directing the flue gas in two modes „operating” and

position for „ignition”. This cover is operated by the handle on the side of the boiler. Move
the handle in the direction towards the chimney. Than the cover is in the position for
„ignition”. (figure 12).

Also cover at the exit from boiler, that is on the uptake must be fully opened. (figure 13).

IGNITION OPERATING POSITION

Figure 12. Shows position of cover in the boiler during ignition and operation of the boiler
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OPEN                                                                           CLOSED
Figure 13. Position of the cover in uptake is shown

 Open lower door and small grate door. Put some material for ignition consisting of paper
and dry thin pieces of wood on the pipe grate. It is the best to use chemical igniters which are
in form of cubes for ignition of wood. Ignite by hand and wait for flame to begin to burn
well.

 When good strong flame is obtained add through upper door a quantity of wood which is
greater than one placed firstly.  Close all doors and let the boiler to start to burn well. During
operation of the boiler the upper door shall be opened as rare as possible and only to observe
the operation of the boiler. The door must be opened slowly and carefully first only little and
keep it in this position for ten seconds and then open it completely. It is very dangerous to
abruptly open the upper door during   operation of the boiler. Than gasses created in burning
come out rapidly and burn strongly in contact with oxygen. In this case the stoker may be
lightly or heavily injured or the boiler room can catch fire.

 When the fire inside boiler becomes strong, the cover inside the boiler which is operated
by handle on the boiler side shall be pushed towards front side that is in „operating” position.
(figure 12)

All doors must be closed during operation of the boiler.

In order to avoid forming the dew inside the boiler only very dry wood shall be used for
stocking the boiler.

For safety reasons, to avoid eventual fire and longer operating time of the boiler it is not
allowed to burn in the boiler rubber, plastic materials, organic waste, textile rugs.
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A T T E N T I O N

Extreme low temperature of  incoming and out coming water influence the appearance of
condensation, which directly influence the time in which the boiler will be able to operate. In
extreme cases, the condensate which can be measured in litres can form, and when this
condensate leaks out it can be suspected that the boiler is leaking. Condensate contains sulphuric
acid which is formed by separation of  sulphur from products of burning. Sulphuric acid causes
corrosion of steel plates. The dew point depends on the type of fuel, atmospheric pressure, and
air humidity and is in the interval of  45o – 50o C. Accordingly we must take care that when the
boiler is operating the return water never falls under 65o C. THE BOILER IS NOT
CONSTRUCTED FOR LOW TEMPERATURE OPERATION. Special attention shall be paid
that the boiler is not installed in the system with the capacity which is not appropriate, since this
will lead to fall of the temperature and forming of condensate. If the boiler is lined with tar and
soot heat transfer is weak which shall also lead to fall of temperature and forming of condensate.

Condensing in the boiler can be avoided by:

1. Properly chosen chimney,
2. Proper way of stoking and proper type of fuel,
3. Correct maintenance of boiler and chimney, and especially,
4. Using the four-way or three-way mixing valve.
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7.2 Maintenance of the boiler

“K” series boiler requires daily and periodical cleaning.
 Daily cleaning relates to the combustion space itself, which is to the space between pipes of

the grill. On right side of the boiler there is a handle (factory placed) which serves for the
user to clean the space between the pipes of the grill (see figure 14). This handle can be
taken down and mowed to the left side of the boiler easily.

Figure 14. Shows handle for cleaning spaces between pipes of the grill

 Every 3 to 7 days it is necessary to collect all ashes from the fireplace so that the boiler can
operate easily, that is the fresh air has unobstructed passage through the boiler.

 When solid fuel is used a layer of soot and tar is deposited, relatively rapidly,  in the boiler.
Therefore everyday cleaning of ash and   is recommended. Equipment which is supplied with
the boiler shall be used for cleaning and maintenance of the boiler (figure 15).

Figure 15. Shows equipment for maintenance
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 When cleaning larger quantity of fresh air must be brought to the boiler room to prevent
the stocker to suffocate.

 The boiler is constructed in such way that it is possible to clean upper exchange surfaces
through the upper door of the fire place. When cleaning exchange surfaces in the aft part of
the boiler, revision covers shall be dismantled to enable easier access to the  exchange
surfaces. (figure 16)

Figure 16. Shows revision openings for cleaning

 When the boiler is cleaned in detail stocking shall be more intensive for one hour to bring the
temperature in the boiler to 85o C, which will contribute to burning the soot and harmful
matters in the fire place. In this way the utilization factor of the boiler will be better.

 We  recommend permanent supervision by chimney sweep.

 After cleaning covers on the outside shell should be carefully returned in place to seal well,
so that operation of the boiler is not changed.

 When the heating season is finished the boiler should be cleaned in detail, and then all doors
should be closed including the small door for draught. In this way it is prevented  in summer
period that the chimney makes flow of air through the boiler, that is possibility of excessive
cooling of ends of exchange boxes and forming of dew is prevented. Eventually forming of
dew even in summer period has negative influence on durability of the boiler.
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7.3 Name plate

Name plate is glued on well visible place on the boiler and contain following (see figure in point
LABELS):

1. Technical data from the label:

 Manufacturer (Radijator inženjering)

 Boiler serial number (example: No:20324084)

 Year of production (example:2014)

 Boiler type (K25)

 Boiler power (25 kW)

 Volume of water in the boiler (72 L)

 Necessary draught of the chimney (18Pa)

 Dimensions AxB (640x1170)

 Boiler weight (332 kg)

2. Label of the importer

3. OEEO

4. Other markings on the boiler
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7.4 Labels

On „K“ series boiler are placed labels which designate the connections as well as the label with
connection diagram and for attention, also on the back side of the boiler there is label with
technical data.

Labels which designate connections for connecting the installation:

1. Label (Hot water) 32mm x 74mm

2. Label (Cold water) 32mm x 74mm

3. Label (Safety group) 32mm x 74mm
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4. Label (Cold water inlet/outlet) 32mm x 74mm

5. Label (Inlet/outlet of thermal safety relief valve) 32mm x 74mm

6. Label (Probe of temperature safety relief valve) 32mm x 74mm
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7. Label  (COVER – ignition position) 32mm x 74mm

8. Label ((COVER – working position) 32mm x 74mm

9. Label (Draught regulating valve) 32mm x 74mm
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10. Label (Hydraulic diagram) 152mm x 210mm
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Labels for attention
1. Label (ATTENTION)

2. Label (Waste material)
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Labels with technical data:
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7.5  Manufacturer

RADIJATOR D.O.O.
Živojina Lazića Solunca br.6
36000 Kraljevo, Srbija
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9. Warranty

1. Radijator inženjering will cover warranty period of 60 MONTHS only if following
warranty conditions are fulfilled:

1.1 The boiler must be connected according to technical diagrams given in technical
instructions; special attention shall be paid to safety valves, thermal insurance by
flow out, mixing valve for protection of cold end of the boiler that is against
condensation, boiler operating pressure range, boiler operating temperature range,
conditions in boiler room etc. (see points 3 and 6.)

1.2 The boiler must be connected to the chimney with prescribed cross section, particulars
of insulation and height (see point 3.4)

1.3 The uptake from boiler to the chimney must be done according to the technical
instructions.

1.4 The owner must follow stated instructions about use and maintenance.
(see points 7.1 and 7.2)

2. Warranty declaration

We declare:

 that the product has prescribed and declared quality characteristics.
We are obliged to, at the request of the buyer if request for repair is submitted in due 
time in the warranty period, at our expense carry out all repairs of damages, in such way 
that the product will operate in accordance with declared features,

 that the product will operate irreproachable in the warranty period if all instructions for use, 
operation and installation are followed,

 that in the warranty period we will be ready to eliminate all damages on the product and keep 
in stock all necessary spare parts.,

 the warranty period starts from the DAY OF PURCHASE AND LASTS 60 MONTHS 

 the warranty is valid if the warranty sheet is stamped by the seller and if date of 
purchase is written on it and the bill is enclosed.
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3. Warranty period of one year is valid for the following parts:

 bricks in fire place,
 cast iron grill doors,
 cast iron part for cleaning the pipes of the grill.

4. Warranty period is not valid:

 for damages that were made by the buyer due to bad handling of the product,
 for mechanical damages made during transport and in use (solid objects),
 if the product is inexpertly installed, contrary to the valid regulations from that area,
 if the buyer has used the product above declared particulars and in normal conditions,
 if it s found that hydraulic diagram is not done according to recommendations of   “Radijator

inžinjering” company,
 if it is found that in use the boiler was not regularly maintained and cleaned,

5. Warranty period becomes invalid:

 if it is found that damages have been repaired by unauthorized person or unauthorized service
shop,

 when for repairs original spare parts were not used and installed,
 when warranty period expires,

6. When reporting damages following particulars must be given:

 name and type of the product,
 date of purchase,
 factory or workshop number of the boiler,
 short description of damage, that is malfunction,
 exact address and contact phone number, mail.
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GARANTNI LIST / GUARANTEE LIST

Fabrički broj / Factory No.

60 MESECI/ 60  MONTHSGarantni rok / Guarantee period

Tip kotla / Boiler type

Datum proizvodnje /
Date of manufacture

Potpis ovlašćenog lica /
Signature of Authorized person

_________________________________________
pečat / stamp

Prodato u firmi / Company of Sale

Potpis / Signature _________________________________________________________
pečat / stamp

Adresa / Address
to

Telefon / Phone

Datum prodaje / Date of Sale

*Potrosač ima sva prava na osnovu Zakona o zaštiti potrošača ("Sl.glasnik RS", br. erbia62/2014).  Garancija ne isključuje niti utiče na prava potrošača koja proizilaze iz zakonske odgovornosti prodavca za nesaobzirnost robe u ugovoru./ The
consumer shall exercise all rights under the Consumer Protection Law (“OJ of RS” No 62/2014). The guarantee does not exclude nor affect the consumer’s rights derived from the legal liability of the seller for any lack of conformity of the goods
under a Contract.
*Gore navedeno važi za kupce na prostoru Republike Srbije./ The aforementioned applies to purchasers of the Republic of Serbia.


